L p space is a crucial aspect of classical measure theory. For nonadditive measure, it is known that L p space theory holds for the Choquet integral whenever the monotone measure µ is submodular and continuous from below. The main purpose of this paper is to generalize L p space theory to +, ·-based pan-integral. Let (X, A, µ) be a monotone measure space. We prove that the +, ·-based pan-integral is additive with respect to integrands if µ is subadditive. Then we introduce the pan-integral for real-valued functions(not necessarily nonnegative), and prove that this integral possesses linearity if µ is subadditive. By using the linearity of pan-integral, we finally show that all of the pan-integrable functions form a Banach space. Since the +, ·-based pan-integral coincides with the concave integral for subadditive measure, the results obtained in this paper remain valid for the concave integral. Noticing that an outer measure is subadditive, we can define a Lebesgue-like integral(possesses linearity) from an outer measure, and the L p theory holds for this integral.
Introduction
Let (X, A, m) be a (classical) measure space and E be a measurable subset of X. By F (E) we denote the set of all measurable functions defined on E. Then for any p ≥ 1, the set f ∈ F (E) :
|f | p dm 1 p < ∞ forms a complete and separable metric space. This is the well-known L p space, which is an important aspect of the Lebesgue integral theory. The linearity of the Lebesgue integral plays a crucial role in the L p space theory. The Choquet integral, as a prominent nonlinear integral, was introduced by Choquet [1] . The L p space theory is not true for the Choquet integral in general case, since this integral lacks additivity(in fact, the Choquet integral is a level set-based integral, which ensures its comonotonic additivity-a property weaker than additivity). Denneberg [2] showed a subadditivity theorem for the Choquet integral under the assumption that the monotone measure is submodular. Then the L p space theory was generalized to Choquet integral (see [2] ). The recent paper by Shirali [10] presented a similar result.
The pan-integral, which was introduced by Yang [17] , is another well-known nonlinear integral. Unlike the Choquet integral, the pan-integral is a partition-based integral. As a result, the panintegral even lacks comonotonic additivity. From this point of view, it requires to exam whether or not the L p space theory holds for the pan-integral. The paper is structured as follows. After this introduction, we recall some basic facts about the monotone measure, the Choquet and pan-integrals in Section 2. Sections 3 and 4 discuss the properties of the pan-integral for nonnegative functions, the main point in which is the additivity (w.r.t. the integrands)of a pan-integral if the monotone measure is subadditive. Section 5 defines the pan-integral for general real-valued functions. This integral is introduced in the same way as the symmetric Choquet integral, and it possesses linearity if the monotone measure is subadditive. Section 6 generalizes the L p space theory to the pan-integral and Section 7 concludes.
Preliminaries
Let X be a nonempty set and A a σ-algebra of subsets of X. F denotes the class of all real-valued measurable functions on (X, A), and F + is the collection of those nonnegative functions which are taken from F . Unless stated otherwise all the subsets mentioned are supposed to belong to A and all functions appeared in this paper are supposed to belong to F .
By a finite partition of (X, A) means that it is a finite disjoint system of sets
LetP be the set of all finite partitions of (X, A). We assume that µ is a monotone measure on (X, A), i.e., µ : A → [0, +∞] is an extended real valued set function satisfying the following conditions:
(1) µ(∅) = 0 and µ(X) > 0; (2) µ(A) ≤ µ(B) whenever A ⊂ B and A, B ∈ A. When µ is a monotone measure, the triple (X, A, µ) is called a monotone measure space ( [9, 14] ). In the literature, the monotone measure constraint by µ(X) = 1 (sometimes also need the continuity(see below) of µ) is also known as a capacity or fuzzy measure, or nonadditive probability, etc. (see [2, 3, 6, 13, 15] ).
Recall that a set function µ is said to be (i) continuous from below, if for any
(ii) continuous from above, if for any
(iii) continuous if it is continuous both from below and from above;
Obviously, the submodularity of µ implies the subadditivity and both imply the null-additivity, but not vice versa.
In [14] (see also [17] ) the concept of pan-integral was introduced, which involves two binary operations, the pan-addition ⊕ and pan-multiplication ⊗ of real numbers (see [9, 11, 14, 15] ). In this paper we only consider the pan-integrals based on the standard addition + and multiplication ·. We recall the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Let (X, A, µ) be a monotone measure space, A ∈ A and f ∈ F + . The pan-integral of f on A with respect to µ, is defined by
f dµ will be denoted by pan f dµ for short.
The above pan-integral of f can be expressed as the following form:
where χ A i is the characteristic function of A i . In order to simplify our discussions, we introduce the concept positive set of a nonnegative function.
we say that the positive sets of f and g are disjoint.
In the following we present some basic properties of pan-integrals, some of them can be found in [14] . 
(vi) If µ is null-additive and f = g µ-a.e. on A, then
Proof. We only prove (vi). Let A 1 = {x ∈ A, f (x) = g(x)}, then µ(A 1 ) = 0 and for any subset B of A we have µ(B) = µ(B \ A 1 ). Thus, for any (2) Due to the above proposition (iv), we will not distinguish the partition of X and the partition of {f > 0}. Sometimes we may just say that
is a partition. (3) By (vi), if µ is null-additive then, from the pan-integral point of view, we do not distinguish f and g whenever f = g µ-a.e. on X.
3 The additivity of the pan-integral for nonnegative measurable functions
The main task of this section is to prove the following result. 
Proof. Here we only consider the case that f + g is pan-integrable, that is, pan (f + g)dµ is finite. The case of pan (f + g)dµ = ∞ will be considered in the next section.
For an arbitrary but fixed ε > 0, there exist a partition
and a sequence of nonnegative
hold. Without loss of generality, we can assume that λ i > 0 for all i (otherwise, the summand λ i µ(A i ) can be omitted). Since µ(A 1 ) < ∞ and λ 1 > 0, there exists a positive number
which contradicts with the fact that
Observe that the subadditivity of µ implies
. By using the technique used above, we can prove that for each j ≤ n there exist a partition {A
k=1 of A j and two sequences of nonnegative number {r
Thus, we have proven that
Letting ε → 0, we get pan f dµ + pan gdµ ≥ pan (f + g)dµ as desired.
On the other hand, for any
from which we can get that
Hence it holds that pan (f + g)dµ = pan f dµ + pan gdµ.✷ When X is finite, Theorem 3.1 has obvious meaning. Let (X, F , µ) be a monotone measure space with |X| < ∞ and A 1 , . . . , A k be minimal atoms. Recall that a minimal atom is a measurable set A such that µ(A) > 0 and for each measurable proper subset B of A we have µ(B) = 0. When X is a finite set, each set of positive measure contains at least one minimal atom [8] . If we further assume that µ is subadditive then for each minimal atom A, there are no nonempty proper subsets B of A such that B ∈ F . In fact, if there are some nonempty proper subset B ∈ F , then by the definition of minimal atom, µ(B) = 0, µ(A \ B) = 0 and the subadditivity of µ implies µ(A) = 0, a contradiction. Observing this fact, to ensure its measurability, a function f must take constant value on each minimal atom. Thus, for any measurable function f :
where c i is the constant value f takes on the minimal atom A i . From this fact it is immediate that the pan-integral is additive.
Further discussion of Theorem 3.1
In this section, we reconsider Theorem 3.1 for the case that f + g is not pan-integrable. We need two lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. Let (X, A, µ) be a monotone measure space, and f, g ∈ F
Proof. If one of the two integrals on the right-hand side of Ineq. (4.1) is infinite then, by the monotonicity of the pan-integral, pan (f + g)dµ is also equal to infinity, which implies the validity of (4.1).
So, without loss of generality, we can suppose that both pan f dµ and pan gdµ are finite. For any arbitrary but fixed ε > 0, there are a partition
of {g > 0}, and two sequences of positive numbers
j=1 l j χ B j ≤ g and both the following two inequalities hold
By the fact of {f > 0} ∩ {g > 0} = ∅, we know that
is a partition of {f + g > 0}. Moreover, we have that
Letting ε → 0, we get the result as desired.✷ 
Notice that Ineq.(4.1) holds for any monotone measure µ. If µ is subadditive, then it becomes an equality. That is, the following result holds.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, it suffices to prove that
) is a partition of {f > 0}(resp. {g > 0}), and that
Moreover, the subadditivity of µ implies that Let (X, A, µ) be a subadditive monotone measure space and f, g ∈ F + . Then, f + g is pan-integrable if and only if both f and g are pan-integrable.
Now, by the monotonicity, positive homogeneity and the positive sets disjointness additivity(Lemma 4.2)of the pan-integral, we conclude that
Thus if f + g is not pan-integrable then either f or g is not pan-integrable. One the other hand, if one of f, g is not pan-integrable, then f + g is not pan-integrable. Hence f + g is pan-integrable if and only if both f and g are pan-integrable.✷ Thus, both sides of (3.1) are equal to infinity and the equality holds.
The pan-integral for real-valued functions
So far, the pan-integral is considered for f ∈ M + only, whereas the Choquet integral for realvalued functions(not necessarily nonnegative) can be found in the literature. Let (X, F , µ) be a given monotone measure space with µ(X) < ∞. Byμ we denote the conjugation of µ, i.e., μ(A) = µ(X) − µ(X \ A) for each A ∈ F . For any f ∈ M, the asymmetric and the symmetric Choquet integrals are respectively defined by
where f + = max(f, 0) and f − = max(−f, 0). It is well-known that the asymmetric Choquet integral is comonotonic additivity and positive homogeneity, while the symmetric Choquet integral is homogneity but lacks comonotonic additivity [2] . In contrast to the asymmetric Choquet integral, there is only one monotone measure in the definition of symmetric Choquet integral. Thus, to define the symmetric Choquet integral, we do not require the finiteness of µ.
In the next section, we will investigate properties of the space of pan-integrable functions. In order to do this, here we introduce the pan-integral for real-valued(not necessarily positive) functions. Like the Choquet integral, there are two ways, namely, the so-called asymmetric one and the symmetric one. We will adopt the latter strategy.
Example 5.1. Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 }, A = P(X) and the monotone measure µ be defined as follows:
Let f : X → R be defined as
In the rest part of this section, we investigate some basic properties of the pan-integral. Proof. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are standard and thus omitted. For (iii), notice first that 0 ≤ max(f + , f − ) ≤ |f |. If pan |f |dµ < ∞, by the monotonicity of pan-integral, we then have that both pan f + dµ < ∞ and pan f − dµ < ∞, which imply the integrability of f . By definition, the integrability of f implies that both f + and f − are integrable. Suppose now µ is subadditive, Theorem 3.1 holds. Thus
The following result shows that the pan-integral is linear whenever the monotone measure µ is subadditive. Proof. By (i) of Proposition 5.1, it suffices to prove that f + g, the sum of two pan-integrable functions f, g, is pan-integrable, and
We assume first that {f > 0} ∩ {g > 0} = ∅. Then (f + g)
By definition of the pan-integral and Lemma 4.2, we have that
Now for two arbitrary pan-integrable functions f, g, denote A = {x ∈ X|f (x) ≥ 0, g(x) ≥ 0}, B = {x ∈ X|f (x) < 0, g(x) < 0}, C 1 = {x ∈ X|f (x) ≥ 0, g(x) < 0, f (x) + g(x) ≥ 0}, C 2 = {x ∈ X|f (x) ≥ 0, g(x) < 0, f (x) + g(x) < 0}, D 1 = {x ∈ X|f (x) < 0, g(x) ≥ 0, f (x) + g(x) ≥ 0}, D 2 = {x ∈ X|f (x) < 0, g(x) ≥ 0, f (x) + g(x) < 0}.
Then (f + g) + = (f + g) · χ A + (f + g) · χ C 1 + (f + g) · χ D 1 . Observing that A, B, C i , D i , i = 1, 2 are mutual disjoint sets, by the positive sets disjointness additivity, we have
Similarly,
Noticing that both f · χ A and g · χ A are nonnegative, by Theorem 3.1 we have
As 0 ≤ (f + g) · χ C 1 ≤ f · χ C 1 ≤ f + and 0 ≤ (−g) · χ C 1 ≤ g − , they are pan-integrable. By using Theorem 3.1 one more time we get
In a similar way, we can show the following equalities
Combining these equalities, by (i) of Proposition 5.1 and the positive sets disjointness additivity, we can get the desired result.✷
